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we climbed up, up, up,
to the top of the hill. every hill,
it doesn’t matter which one. 

the sleeves of my windbreaker were fuzzy,
chewed up like a dog got hold of them. 
that was just me,
half animal then. maybe a little less now.

my feet pulp in my shoes from being 
smashed on the rocks. 
climb up and up and up
and when you reach the top,
the same world but upside down. 

dad, why did we come here?
i’d rather be on the other side where
i can forget how big it is.
this is an old scene with a new eye.

i wish the mountain had a beanstalk,
i would rather have pastel rainbows
than all this green.
more than i know what to do with.

it’s so beautiful, i can barely see it through 
the thick down-below air. 
we stepped into another world, 
there is a sheet of glass somewhere,
i’m so certain.

it’s green and brown and grey and white.
real world colors.
it should be beautiful, dad.
i wish i knew what to do with it

Erica Kuhlmann
SUGARLOAF
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i like cities that do not sleep
washed out throughfares shadow us with bald eyes
leveled sidewalks, elation in inflorescence
because i like cities that do not sleep
and if my chaos were an ingot
i’d make enough to rattle the world’s indifference
love cities that do not sleep
washed out throughfares shadow me with bald eyes

noctivagance is a peril, insomnia is a gift
inculcate those truths as much as conscience will allow me
douse myself in them as i walk, muscles taut as a promise
“noctivagance is a peril, insomnia is a gift”
at bay, at bay, all else this sidewalk-flattening produces
and if my chaos were an ingot, i would trust that
noctivagance is a peril, insomnia is a gift
inculcate those truths as much as conscience will allow me

those washed out throughfares shadow me with bald eyes
at bay, at bay, all else this sidewalk-flattening produces
i walked until the pinched nerve in my ribcage released with a sigh
washed out throughfares shadow with a bald eye
i walked until i ground my notions of home to a powdery dust
until even noctivagance itself, no longer wonder traded for, at bay
until the washed out throughfare itself closed its balding eyes
and all that sidewalk-flattening made of my insomnia a farce

A. Martine
BALD EYES
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I google words I don’t know;
in that breath of a moment between the curiousness
and the revelation,
I rediscover forgotten things:
                 the waiting
                 the zesty trepidation
                 the pleasure rush
that thistly looking forward to things
misplaced so long ago.

“Jejune” distracted from a ripping headache
during which I considered
a hot iron pressed to my windpipe so as to
sear that which was attempting to claw its way
out.
By the time I learned it meant “simplistic”,
like an exhale:
the searing itch had passed.

Was reading up on staving off manic phases,
phone at a parallel angle to my face,
when out of torpor I jumped at “atavistic”.
This is new.
Hadn’t said that about a thing in years;
turns out it simply meant “ancient”,
the exoticism of the word a pretty charmer
next to its less impressive definition.

Similarly with “fulcrum”,
which isn’t as interesting as it sounds.
Still, for those few seconds,
I held a palm right up to
the panic attack’s prying face.

A. Martine
APPLES, ORANGES
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I almost even laughed,
struck by its similarity
to fous le camp.

          Pudendum.
          Stalwart.
          Gainsay.
          Hosta.
Don’t make me sound smarter than I think I am;
I’ve been warned about sounding pretentious,
dictionaries a time bomb in my green hands.

        Senescence.

        Knoll.
       Winnow.
       Gladioli.
Words in truth as simple refuge,
but nobody gives a shit about all the
litterature comparée I do in my head.

When I misplace Meaning and Sanity’s strands,
I’d grasp for anything that imbues
the sprinting seconds with some sparkle,
an analogy for everything else,
one so lazy I dare only to write it down.

Sometimes I realize I was looking up a word I already knew;
those disappointments are worse than the comedown of figuring out
something
I actually did not know.
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i took you home in the pocket of my dad’s car,
next to the soft mints. i’d watered you the day before
so you were plump, clinging tight to your buds,
tinged with pink. you lost just one under my seat.
i took you into the house. my first ever cactus,
years ago, i fed with a teaspoon daily, dampened
the soil just a little – but you, i doused you weekly,
or whenever i remembered. i feel bad about it. still,
you remain alive. i checked your pot yesterday, and
what do you know? two stalks emerged, happy green. a
baby. so much happens to you, alone and still in your
pot. why, when i am still, does nothing happen to me?

Dylan Davies
JELLY BEAN PLANT
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gabriel walks the docks at night with
a drinks’ glass stolen from the peach tree
on king charles street shoved neatly under
his skin-tight black shirt with a tiger on.
the dock planks have lights built in. they dim
with every step, but he doesn’t need them.

he’s 3048 years old. turned it last solstice.
cried into his ambrosia. quarter life crisis.
crept from the clouds one night, smothered
his all-seeing skin with god-child flesh and
now, with his pants too tight and his feet
sore, he walks the docks each night.

he settles with a girl from the beach town
seven stops down the 45 bus route. hana. he
tells her she’s beautiful and she tells him
she doesn’t believe him. gabriel says, ‘hana,
i am a messenger from God.’ she thinks he’s
very silly. they walk the docks at night.

hana drank gin and tonics. even for gabriel,
they were just too much to stomach. she stopped
after mary was born, hands like bloated starfish.
he looked at her in wonder. tiny mary, all
opposable thumbs and a mind like a time bomb,
a human in progress. he’d outlive her.

they walk the docks at night. hana shifts mary,
turns to gabriel, says, ‘you are so restless. tell me,
gabe, do you ever truly feel at home?’ he thinks
of the cosmos, the thousands of eyes ever
flickering, of mary, the peach tree, the lights
on the dock planks, and says, ‘i do.’

Dylan Davies
GABRIEL
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paris. sun held on the rim of the horizon
like a yolk waiting to spill into red.
you’re going to propose now, she says
to herself, any second now. any second now.

seconds last a long time when you’re happy.
hana looks to the landscape, the sprawling city,
glistening black things, cars like mites burrowing
into junctions as if they were wood joints,

keeps her head turned away. when she turns,
he’ll be on one knee. it was the perfect moment.
paris. the sun pricks itself on a skyscraper,
drips its ochre across the sky, and

he hasn’t done it. he’s looking up, up, to
the higher levels, where they cannot go,
as if looking for the lights. ‘can we go higher?’
he asks. hana sighs, says to him, soft,

‘gabe, is this not already the highest
either of us have ever been?’ with a hand poised
for a ring. gabe stares skyward, as if waiting
for a mouth to open. they marry june of next year.

Dylan Davies
HANA (GABRIEL PT. 2)
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a boy I haven’t heard from in two years asks to send me a record
he stitches together songs like he’s performing heart surgery
in the recording studio at Berkley
he got this for me four years ago when he heard
I bought a turntable but it got lost in the shuffle
a poet I lost touch with sends me a collection
I know he chose each word specially
polished it carefully
before slotting it into place
this is an offering in an uncertain time
my uncle sends me an e-transfer
says it’s mine to do whatever I like with
but he’d recommend a nice dark beer
because he knows that’s my favourite
my grandparents learn to use facebook
and zoom and skype
it’s a decade’s worth of attempted learning
crammed into a week
and yet they still send letters full of well-wishes
newspaper clippings, and wayward twenties
my mother, who is a kindergarten teacher
delivers digital curriculum
she calls to tell me that one boy in her class
has read all twenty books
on the recommended reading list already
and therefore started writing his own
he sends her a new story each morning
the family down the street
whose daughter I’ve performed Shakespeare with
who always invite me to family dinner
who offer their house for my birthday party
call me and say they have a spare room
rent-free if I need it 
and even though I am maybe more alone
than I’ve ever been

Sarah Jean Valiquette
LIFELINES
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floating through what’s been labeled
sink or swim
drifting from room to room
thinking of all the things I could be doing
and doing none of them
perhaps putting clothes on
but often staying bed-side
worried that pandemic
and my depression
might be two sides of the same coin
it occurs to me that this is what hope feels like:
simple
just a voice on the phone
just a letter in the mail
just a dark beer and some kid art
just piecemeal connection
a couch to crash on
and some belly laughs
that these are all synonymous with love
and that that will see us through
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she reaches out to check in
as if she knows
as if she knows I am sitting at the Vancouver aquarium alone eating fries  
     and crying
she’s been here before
she knows where the happy places are
she draws a map for me to get a little privacy
our bodies carry grief similarly
recognize one another’s helpless in our shared buoyancy
I tell her it’s Saturday
there are screaming children everywhere
she says “then scream louder”
she is insistent
says “assert your dominance
show them who is alpha”
she says “you can get vodka in your slushie if you want to”
she says “you can cry at the otter behind the glass if you want to”
she says “the bats have a peaceful corner to nap in if you want to
if it’s just you and your feelings and your fries and some fish
and you are sitting in all that shit writing poetry
you are an icon” she says
“I bet no one has ever done that before” she says
and we laugh
because we’re both pisces
so we know that there’s no way that that can be true
she says “let this fuel you
make you stronger
birth good words of this”
she says “get the blue kind- of slushies I mean
and write ketchup poetry beside your fries
all by yourself in the Vancouver aquarium” she says
“but don’t ever think that means you’re alone”

Sarah Jean Valiquette
A FISH POEM
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Once upon a Parisian evening I found myself there,
standing in the heart of the ultimate petri dish for the
examination of our kind, in all its variations.
I heard Edith Piaf’s sparrow voice
floating lightly in the air of sugared cigarette smoke,
showing me la vie en rose.

Seren Saunders
A PARISIAN NIGHT
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guttural wheeze
diverting honey coloured eyes
head thrust back
             // holding on

a video
from the bed of ICU
from the brink
              the very edge of providence
a voice scarred by gasps

don’t go out                  this is worse than you can ever imagine

Paul Robert Mullen
DAY 18
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yesterday was the first sunburn of the summer.
forehead and cheek and cherry-syrup lip.
we sat in a circle in the light-flooded parking lot
where we went to preschool (young worm-soft things we were)
we may not touch we may not stand close enough
to see the cinnamon freckles pushing through our sleepless skin
but draped on the edge of summertime the world no longer seems so 
broken-winged.

do you remember?
once the sweet dripping of popsicles lined us in tinted brilliance
and now we still sway to the marimba of our iridescent bones.
you said some days you are terrified of THE VOID 
and sometimes you live in drifting apathy
and i agreed.
but i think we will not ever stop living like this
electric, vast.

last night when i washed my face my skin was lightbulb-warm
for the first time in centuries.
and perhaps it was my singed cells but
beneath my starved fingers it felt like immaculate life. 
today my cheeks bloom unbroken poppies
(they smell of honey and hot clouds)
and my legs remember the exquisite minerals of asphalt
where once we scraped knees and palms to a raw shine
(remember those delirious soap-bubble days 
when we had not yet fallen in love with death?)
now, I absorb hungrily the sun’s safe-kept fire
(remember this is not homeostasis but me sculpting immortality)

i am a lizard in the flowing cosmos.
we are all now living things.
are you happy here? am i happy?

Allison Stein
I, RADIANT, IN A SUNSET HILLS PARKING LOT
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can we ever know this?
do we feel it with our vivid faces and wind-swept souls?
will we be eternal?
(this none of us said though we were all thinking it)

heaven is an empty dollar general parking lot in the mountains
and eternity is the time you’d spend plucking just-birthed dandelions
from the cracks in the pavement beside the wheels of your car.

heaven looks like this: it’s just after sunset when the ridges and trees are 
     lined with fading rose
but you can already reach the stars with your fingers barely stretched.
prayer is eating strawberry pop rocks until you are glory-chaos- 
     electricity,
lifting your thin-veined wrists to the fluttering streetlight,
throwing shimmering found bottle caps until they circle and drop in the  
     shadows.
the birds have gone quiet and the bats emerge from beyond the looped  
     power lines,
humming
and you feel the pollen-gilded universe press against you, living.

winding sweet-smelling parking lot flowers through your hair.
spinning in the warm bluebell evening.
cupping hands over your ears to hear the beat of your brain.
memorizing the brilliance of your skin beneath the neon.

this alone, most precious paradise, ordinary miracle.
the pink never leaves the mountains.
you wait, perpetually lovely.

Allison Stein
YOUR OWN ETERNITY
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We once walked on the worn coastline
As the sky turned a darker hue
And I worried that we might be taken

By the thunderous sky
That turned the once pale waves
An ominous blue-

That gave assurance
That I may be taken far out to sea
Despite my fear of the unknown,

For in your stalwart hands
I found a peace amongst
The gaudy shells and coral

That washed ashore
And caressed my feet with the mystery
Of an abyss for which I yearned

To submit myself too
Despite my predilections
And insecurities too,

But that night I was
Taken by the ocean so willingly
Yet violently still-

As the sea concealed our amorous trist.

Anthony Salandy
TAKE ME BY THE OCEAN
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I never saw your eyes before.

I only knew the shape of your nose, parallel lines that curved at the 
bottom, two quarter circles with round doors. I only noticed your teeth, 
two opposite snowy-yellowish mountain ranges, summits meeting often, 
touching soundlessly.

Now i only see myself reflected in
your pupils. I see your soul
through the colour of your
eyes. I finally see
what you see
in me.

Jowell Tan
IRISES
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You sit on the other side of the street
and I feel how much I do not know you:
Your new-moon eyes and wary politeness
You don’t know me either.
Even in my wildest dreams I could not
be you, I am too in love with
thresholds and ceramics and shag carpeting.
You watch me kiss my window (fervently);
never in your wildest dreams could you
be me, patchwork and
well-read and self-important.
I always have headphones on. I am
always looking at the ground or
up at the sky while you
are looking straight ahead.
You do not talk to me
I understand; I eat so much ice cream
that you could never bother with all
the sugar that I leave behind wherever I go
Oh, next year, or the year after I will
see a museum piece about you
and when I am rich and famous and
under-oxygenated I hope
you stay just the same.

Fig DePaolo
CONVERSATION WITH STREET CAT
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There is a buzzing underneath my skin. 
It feels like my insides are clawing their way out of my rotten body and I  
     don’t blame
them. 
Something has been growing in the deepest part of me and it’s finally  
     making itself
known. 
My bones push through corroded flesh until I’m nothing but a skeleton. 
I can’t be sure that I haven’t always been like this,
A pile of what was once a person but is now the end of a cycle of decay. 
I think back to the time my mother told me 
                 
             ‘It feels like the life inside you is gone’

And maybe that’s all the proof I need.

Ash Braun
GROWTH/DECAY
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We’re fifteen
            with matching scraped knees
and we can’t remember
    our future yet
                           so we let each other
                       decide,
and our imaginations mingle
            as we write our bucket lists in coloured biro
               for the two of us
                                              for all the world
                                       to see,
and we don’t blink
                         ‘cause then our promises would
                                                  crumble

and I don’t say the things
              that bubble in my throat like
           cheap red cider
                                                     even though I think you know

and my words rhyme with yours
and your words rhyme with mine
                                                  so we’re good, right?
Sometimes the sky bleeds orange juice
            all over us and everything
          stays warm
                             for nights and nights and nights, and
                                      we smile more colourfully
                                                               than the rest of the world;
sometimes the rain reminds us of tears
                              we haven’t cried
                                                 because we haven’t said we’ve cried them.
We’re fifteen and we don’t know
        how this ends
                                so we let each other
                            decide.

Eva Townsend Bilton
FALLING IN AND OUT
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I

They weren’t your mother’s lies
but they sounded
    so golden when they fell from her mouth,
only to sit in your stomach
     like regurgitated insects.

Have you ever said a word so many times
    that it becomes something different, something strange?
Repetition can distort,
so you sang worn out phrases
     until they almost rhymed with truth
       until they almost hid the truth from prying eyes
           until my prying eyes locked on you,
for which I’m sorry, by the way.

We were raised on
  the same hollow Sundays and
 forbidden midnights
   but I could never swallow their medicine
like you, the faithful pupil who wasn’t allowed
 to touch anything ‘cause it all might fall apart
                                 and then where would you be?

 
II

So you drank blood at the altar and meant it.
And we sat palm to palm, like
           mother would allow
    and gobbled up our children’s stories
  like good girls and consecrated each other 
    with only our eyes, hearts big enough
to swallow us whole.

Eva Townsend Bilton
LEVITICUS 18:22
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When I kissed you, I was Judas
   and you spat pages of a book at us 
like bullets.

III

You’re old now; you have lines on your face
    and words sitting inside of you
  that nobody else put there. Tonight,
  I am remembering what it means 
to put my hands on your face
            and look at you looking at me.
I suppose 
we are detestable 
    but this feels like something worth repeating.
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and let cauliflowered explosions erupt 
from these tired lungs. Living through trauma

means sewing stitches onto your skin – 
leathered patches for some to marvel, 

few to empathize, least as long as it takes
to be seen as short of an asshole. There’s three

types of people: assholes, good, and just not shitty.
I think most of us fall in the latter. We’ve grown

complacent with our not-shittyness and 
live to filter another landscape tomorrow. 

my body is etched with more ink than last year
and more than the year before

yet I’m still begging for permanence in this body.
perhaps I’m a quilt and if so, leave me out

for your houseguests, remedy the scars and patches
through shared exhales, and acknowledge poor form.

Sean William Denver
I’M TEMPTED TO UNSPOOL MYSELF
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The wind today, I think, came from the sea,
Carrying some message.
I woke up creased and hot and ready,
And recognised the smell of grass, and chips, 
And salt, in great greying blocks.

The clouds must owe it a favour too. From way back,
Transaction in iron blue and a knife-edge horizon.
The waves, unpretentious as always, clear their throats
With a smoker’s cough and say,
Alright mate, I’ll be the nails, you be the chalkboard.
You scratch my back, I’ll scratch yours.
Failing to remember that their friend has delicate skin
And bleeds easy. We all tend to spill out like that,
Like cracks in a sunset. Yeah, I’m doing it right now.

So it was salt and grass on the way down,
And looking at my feet,
Though on most street corners the smell is just weed,
And I wore my glasses to avoid stepping on snails,
And so I could see everyone’s eyes,
And to read the signs, that say no barbecues on the beach.
Danger of landslides.

Right now, a girl is playing a song I know the words to.
My mouth tastes like I’ve been sucking on a pebble 
Until it wore all my teeth to stumps.
I’m hot and creased and so empty that I’m full,
Something in the vein of an untangled rubber band ball.

I get home. I finish walking home and there’s a letter for me,
The envelope is cobbled with little granules that burst under my fingers.
I open it, I brush the salt and sand off of the paper inside. It says:

Katya
LETTER FROM A FRIEND
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DO YOU KNOW HOW IT FEELS TO WARM UP FOR THE 
SUMMER QUITE THIS ALONE, BILE AND BLOOD ON YOUR 
LIPS? ALMOST, I THINK. I WANTED TO COOL YOU DOWN LIKE 
I NEED TO BE COOLED DOWN. SO YOU COULD WRITE THIS 
POEM. ABOUT ME BEING FRIENDS WITH THE SKY. I WISH IT 
WAS TRUE. I LOVE YOU AS MUCH AS YOU DO. IT’S GOOD 
WE’RE BOTH TRYING.

I wonder who it’s from.

I think I’ll go back to the sea tomorrow.
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A fine mist lingered as Dao went for an early morning run on Goodrich 
Avenue. The only problem about running before the sunrise is that 
she was the first person to brush into all the spiderwebs that formed 
overnight. It isn’t a particularly comfortable feeling — sticky strings 
clinging to your face when you’re going full speed. Dao didn’t fault the 
spiders, though. In fact, she admired their ways. How did they spin such 
stunning works of intricate beauty? 

On the way back to her small art studio full of vivid acrylic paintings and 
meticulous clay sculptures, Dao noticed that one of her shoes became 
untied. After tying the laces in a tightly crafted knot, Dao popped back 
up and gazed upon an imposing mansion. The thing looked more like 
a castle than a home. Ambitious vines sprawled across the bricks, as if 
wanting to smother the enormous structure into oblivion. Dao stood 
there and wondered how much it would cost just to heat the inside of 
the place, especially if the people living there had cold hearts.

Just then, an elderly man who was wearing a painfully obvious wig and 
a bitter scowl on his face poked his head outside of the lumbering front 
door and yelled “Do you have a problem, miss?”

“No,” Dao answered, quietly.

“Then why are you standing there staring at my house?” the old man 
asked.

Dao paused.  

“It’s ugly,” she said.

Dao sped off with a satisfied smirk on her face. I am a spider, she thought 
to herself.

Zach Murphy
SPIDERS ON GOODRICH AVENUE
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Several times when my Granma argued with my Grandad, I’d heard both 
of them accelerate from calm to incandescent with rage in a fraction 
of a second. “Grandad got hurt in the war and it makes him cross 
sometimes,” Granma would say afterwards. 

They had a prefab bungalow that nobody could persuade them to move 
out of. It had two brick bird-baths in the garden, and the grass was 
crisscrossed with paths Grandad had made out of stones, slate, pieces 
of rubble, and left-over bricks. “Grandad likes paths,” Granma had said. 
From the bottom of the garden you could see the sea in the distance.

Now Grandad and I were alone together walking along the beach for the 
first time since Granma died. I was six-and-a-half. He was silent. Sand 
crunched. Sad sand. We walked on, crunching sand. I never knew when 
she was telling me the truth but my older sister had said when we die 
we come back again as an animal. I asked Grandad – “Where do people 
go when they die?” No answer. We walked on. “Is that Granma now?” 
I said, pointing up to the gull standing in its nest of dry seaweed in the 
sheer cliff face, its yelping and screeching drowning out the quiet waves. 
Grandad stared hard up at the raucous clamour, then looked sternly 
down at me. He seemed a very long way up, a very long way away. The 
little waves, sluggish with seaweed, struggled to the shore and collapsed, 
one on top of the other. “Well,” he said, in the accent my Dad no longer 
had, “That is her laugh,” and winked at me. We walk on holding hands, 
feeling our way cautiously across the ancient no-man’s-land between 
grandparents and grandchildren, pleased to have discovered our secret 
path.

Tim Goldstone
PATHS
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The Bitchin’ Kitsch, Fat Cat Magazine, Lotus-eater, WINK, Drunk Monkeys, 
and the Wayne Literary Review. He lives with his wonderful wife Kelly and 
loves cats and movies.
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ANTHONY SALANDY is a mixed-race poet & writer who enjoys the 
pastoral as well as the depth of human sentiment and action and tries 
in earnest to express this in his poetry. Anthony travels frequently and 
has spent most of his life in Kuwait jostling between the UK & America. 
Anthony’s work has been published 13 times in Kuwait Times (‘Half 
Kuwaiti?’ ARS), The Kuwait Poets Society’s Ink & Oil Zine (June 2019), The 
Showbear Family Circus, Dream Noir Literary Journal, Straylight literary 
magazine, poets choice magazine, The Book Smuggler’s Den, Montana 
Mouthful literary magazine, Sumou magazine, Twisted Vine Literary Journal, 
and The Mark Literary Review as well as winning a Sociology Association 
Competition (SEC at UvA) with a Poem published on Social media. 
Anthony has 1 upcoming chapbook entitled The Great Northern Journey. 
Anthony is currently pursuing a bachelor’s degree in Sociology. Twitter/
Instagram: @anthony64120

SEREN SAUNDERS is an English Literature student that enjoys 
exploring both the minute and significant moments that we all 
experience. She is new to the world of poetry writing, despite having 
admired from afar for longer than she would care to admit, as is very 
much enjoying it! Of particular interest to her are women writers and 
highlighting them, as she feels her experience of the education system 
has not necessarily achieved this adequately. You can find her at  
@serenswords on Instagram.

ALLISON STEIN is a 17-year-old student living in Pennsylvania.  She 
has been writing stories and poems since the age of two or three, and her 
work has previously been recognized nationally by the Scholastic Art and 
Writing Awards and published in the Ralph Munn Literary Anthology as 
well as several smaller publications.  In her non-writing time, she enjoys 
reading, spending time in nature, and learning about molecular biology.  
Her work can be found on Instagram at @cinnamonwords.

Born, bred, and based in Singapore, JOWELL TAN writes prose & 
poetry after hours for fun and emotional release. His nights consist of 
writing, rewriting, watching Youtube videos to avoid writing, and finally, 
writing again. Please say hello to him on Twitter / Instagram at @jwlltn.
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EVA TOWNSEND BILTON is a nineteen-year-old writer and 
literature student at Royal Holloway University. Her work has featured 
in an ArtfulScribe anthology. She can be found on Instagram @cloudy_
apple_juice.

SARAH JEAN VALIQUETTE is a queer actor, internationally 
published poet and photographer, and the creator and curator of (re)
markable project. She has studied at Guildhall School of Music and 
Drama, and the Banff Centre for the Arts and has a BFA in theatre from 
the University of Victoria. . Her work has been published in Oratorealis 
Magazine, Queer Dot, Wellington Street Review, and in her first collection 
of poetry, Little Rebellions which came out in the spring of last year. You 
can find her online at www.sarahjeanvaliquette.com.
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